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Abstract
This paper proposes a method to integrate
multiple segmentation schemes into a single
statistical machine translation (SMT) system
by characterizing the source language side and
merging identical translation pairs of differ-
ently segmented SMT models. Experimen-
tal results translating Japanese into English re-
vealed that the proposed method of integrating
multiple segmentation schemes outperforms
SMT models trained on any of the utilized
word segmentations and performs compara-
bly to available state-of-the-art monolingually
built segmentation tools.

1 Introduction

The task of word segmentation, i.e., identifying
word boundaries in continuous text, is one of the
fundamental preprocessing steps of data-driven NLP
applications like Natural Language Understand-
ing or Machine Translation. In contrast to Indo-
European languages like English, many Asian lan-
guages like Japanese do not use a whitespace char-
acter to separate meaningful word units. The prob-
lems of word segmentation are:
(1) ambiguity, e.g., for Japanese, a single character

can be a word component in one context, but a
word by itself in another context.

(2) unknown words, i.e., existing words can be
combined into new words not existing in the
training data, e.g., the combination of “

�
”

(“white”) and “ � ” (“bird”) should be trans-
lated as “swan” and not as “white bird”.

Purely dictionary-based approaches like (Cheng et
al., 1999) addressed these problems by maximum
matching heuristics, but their accuracy depends
largely on the coverage in the utilized dictionary.
Recent research on word segmentation focuses on

approaches based on probabilistic methods (Brent,
1999; Goldwater et al., 2006). For machine transla-
tion applications, improvements have been reported
for approaches taking into account not only mono-
lingual, but also bilingual information to derive a
word segmentation suitable for SMT. For exam-
ple, (Xu et al., 2008) proposes a Bayesian Semi-
Supervised approach for Chinese word segmenta-
tion that builds on (Goldwater et al., 2006).

Recent research on SMT is also focusing on the
usage of multiple word segmentation schemes on the
source language to improve translation quality. For
example, (Zhang et al., 2008) combines dictionary-
based and CRF-based approaches for Chinese word
segmentation in order to avoid out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words. Moreover, (Nakov et al., 2009) uti-
lizes SMT engines trained on different word seg-
mentation schemes and combines the translation
outputs using system combination techniques as a
post-process to SMT decoding.

The method proposed in this papers integrates
multiple word segmentation scheme information di-
rectly into the SMT decoding process. For each of
the word segmentation schemes, a standard SMT en-
gine is built and the statistical translation models are
merged by characterizing the source side of each
translation model, summing up the probabilities of
identical phrase translation pairs, and rescoring the
merged translation model (cf. Section 2).

The proposed method is applied to the transla-
tion of Japanese into English. The utilized lan-
guage resources and the outline of the experiments
are summarized in Section 3. The experimental re-
sults revealed that the proposed method outperforms
not only a baseline system that translates charac-
terized source language sentences but also all SMT
models trained on word segmentations automati-
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cally learned using a parallel text corpus. In addi-
tion, the proposed method achieves translation re-
sults comparable to SMT models trained on bitext
segmented with linguistic tools.

2 Integration of Multiple Word
Segmentation Schemes

The proposed method is language-independent and
can handle any type of word segmentations scheme.
For the experiments in Section 3, we are using dif-
ferent word segmentation schemes that are learned
automatically using a parallel corpus by (1) aligning
source language sentences character-wise to word
units separated by a whitespace in the target lan-
guage and (2) applying an iterative bootstrap algo-
rithm to learn larger source language units which
optimizes translation quality (Paul et al., 2009).

The integration of multiple word segmentation
schemes into a single SMT engine is carried out
by merging the statistical models of SMT engines
trained on the characterized and iteratively learned
word segmentation schemes, i.e., the model proba-
bilities of identical source/target phrase translation
pairs are summed up. Concerning the target lan-
guage part, exact matches can be directly obtained,
because the target language phrases of all the itera-
tion models are segmented using the same word seg-
mentation scheme. However, the segmentation of
source language phrases can differ between the iter-
ative models. In order to allow a full exact match,
the source language side of all translation pairs of
each model is characterized prior to the merging
step. After merging, the obtained statistical transla-
tion models have to be rescored to get a normalized
score representing the translation probability of the
merged source/target phrase translation pairs.

The rescored translation model covers all transla-
tion pairs that were learned by any of the iterative
models. Therefore, the selection of longer transla-
tion units during decoding can reduce the complex-
ity of the translation task, if applicable. On the other
hand, overfitting problems of single-iteration mod-
els can be avoided because multiple smaller source
language translation units can be exploited to cover
the given source language input parts and to generate
translation hypotheses based on the concatenation of
associated target phrase expressions. Moreover, the
merging process increases the translation probabili-

ties of those source/target translation parts that cover
the same surface string, but differ only in the seg-
mentation of the source language phrase. Therefore,
the more often such a translation pair is learned by
different iterative models, the more often the respec-
tive target language expression will be exploited by
the SMT decoder.

The translation of unseen data using the merged
translation models is carried out by (1) characteriz-
ing the source language input text and (2) applying
the SMT decoding in a standard way.
3 Experiments

The effects of using different word segmentations
and integrating them into an SMT engine are inves-
tigated using the multilingual Basic Travel Expres-
sions Corpus (BTEC), which is a collection of sen-
tences that bilingual travel experts consider useful
for people going to or coming from other countries
(Kikui et al., 2006). Table 1 summarizes the char-
acteristics of the BTEC corpus used for the train-
ing of the SMT models (train), the tuning of model
weights (dev), and the evaluation of translation qual-
ity (eval). Besides the number of sentences (sen)
and the vocabulary (voc), the sentence length (len)
is also given.

The given statistics are obtained using ChaSen1, a
linguistic Japanese segmentation tool, and a simple
tokenization script separating punctuation marks in
the English data sets.

BTEC train set dev set eval set
# of sen 160,000 1,000 1,000
en voc 15,390 1,262 1,292

len 7.5 7.1 7.2
ja voc 17,168 1,407 1,408

len 8.5 8.2 8.2

Table 1: Language Resources

For the training of the SMT models, standard
word alignment (Och and Ney, 2003) and language
modeling (Stolcke, 2002) tools were used. Mini-
mum error rate training (MERT) was used to tune
the decoder’s parameters, and performed on the
dev set using the technique proposed in (Och and
Ney, 2003). For the translation, an in-house multi-
stack phrase-based decoder comparable to the open-
source toolkit MOSES was used. For the evaluation

1http://chasen.naist.jp/hiki/ChaSen
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of translation quality, we applied standard automatic
evaluation metrics, i.e., BLEU (Papineni, 2002) and
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005). For the ex-
perimental results in this paper, the given scores are
listed as percentage figures.

In addition, human assessment of translation qual-
ity was carried out using the Ranking metrics. For
the Ranking evaluation, a human grader was asked
to “rank each whole sentence translation from Best
to Worst relative to the other choices (ties are al-
lowed)” (Callison-Burch et al., 2007). The Ranking
scores were obtained as the average number of times
that a system was judged better than any other sys-
tem and the normalized ranks (NormRank) were cal-
culated on a per-judge basis for each translation task
using the method of (Blatz et al., 2003).

The automatic evaluation scores of the SMT en-
gines trained on the differently segmented source
language resources are given in Table 2, where:

character refers to the baseline system of us-
ing character segmented source text
for the translation.

single-best is the SMT engine that is trained on
the corpus segmented by the best-
performing iteration of the boot-
strap approach.

proposed is the SMT engine whose transla-
tion models integrate multiple word
segmentation schemes.

linguistic uses the linguistically motivated
word segmentation tool ChaSen.

The automatic evaluation results (BLEU, ME-
TEOR) show, that the proposed method outperforms
the character (single-best) system for each of the in-
volved languages for both evaluation metrics achiev-
ing gains of 4.5 (2.6) BLEU points and 4.2 (1.3)
METEOR points, respectively. Comparing the pro-
posed method towards the linguistically motivated
segmenter, the results show that slightly lower au-
tomatic evaluation scores were achieved for the in-
tegrated word segmentations for Japanese, although
the results of the proposed method are quite close.

The preliminary subjective evaluation results
were carried out on a randomly selected subset of
600 input sentences by a paid evaluation expert who
is a native speaker of English. The RankNorm re-
sults confirm mainly the findings of the automatic

source word segmentation
language character single-best proposed linguistic
BLEU 40.14 42.13 44.70 44.99

METEOR 60.05 63.04 64.36 64.88

NormRank 2.76 2.85 3.18 3.12

Table 2: Japanese-English Translation Quality

evaluation. However, the translation outputs of the
proposed method were judged better than those of
the linguistically segmented SMT model.

Table 3 illustrates some translation examples
using different segmentation schemes for the
Japanese-English translation task. The SMT engines
that output the best translations are marked with an
asterisk. In the first example, the concatenation of “���������

” (already midnight) by the single-best
segmentation scheme leads to an OOV word, thus
only a partial translation can be achieved. How-
ever, the problem can be resolved using the proposed
method. The second example is best translated us-
ing the single-best word segmentation that correctly
handles the sentence coordination. The proposed
method generates an additional conjunction, but the
coordinated sentence parts are translated correctly.
The baseline system omits the sentence coordina-
tion information resulting in an unacceptable trans-
lation. The third examples illustrates that longer to-
kens reduce the translation complexity and thus can
be translated better than the other segmentation that
cause more ambiguities.

4 Conclusions

This paper proposed a new language-independent
method to intergrate multiple word segmentation
schemes of languages that do not use whitespace
characters to separate meaningful word units. The
proposed method can handle any type of word seg-
mentations scheme. The effectiveness of the pro-
posed method was investigated for the translation of
Japanese into English for the domain of travel con-
versations. The automatic evaluation of the transla-
tion results showed consistent improvements com-
pared to a baseline system that translates character-
ized input sentences and the best performing SMT
engine of the iterative learning procedure, respec-
tively. In addition, the proposed method achieved
translation results similar to SMT models trained on
bitext segmented with linguistically-motivated tools,
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Table 3: Sample Translations
linguistic seg: ��� / � / ����� / � / �
	 / ���� / �� / ���

trans: Yes. Let’s see. It’s midnight.

character∗ seg: � / � / � / � / � / � / � / � / 	 / � / � / � / � / � / � / �
trans: Yes. Well, it’s already midnight.

single-best seg: ����� / ����� / � / �
	����� / � / �����
trans: Yes. Let ’s see.

proposed∗ seg: � / � / � / � / � / � / � / � / 	 / � / � / � / � / � / � / �
trans: Yes. Well, it’s already midnight.

linguistic seg: ������ / � / ���! / " / �� / � / � /
 � / # / $ / %�� / & / ')(
*+ / �

trans: I’d like a pair of jeans.
Could you recommend a good shop?

character seg: � / � / � / � / � / � / � /  / " / � / � / � / � /
 /  / # / $ / % / � / & / ' / ( / * /  / �

trans: Could you recommend a good ’d like
a pair of jeans.

single-best∗ seg: ������ / �,��� /  / "������� /
 � / # / $)%-� / &�'.(/*+ / �

trans: I’d like some jeans.
Could you recommend a good shop?

proposed seg: � / � / � / � / � / � / � /  / " / � / � / � / � /
 /  / # / $ / % / � / & / ' / ( / * /  / �

trans: I ’d like a pair of jeans and
could you recommend a good shop?

linguistic seg: 0�1 / " / 2�3 / 45� / 6 / �-7 / 4+� / 8 / �
trans: Will it be ready by this afternoon?

character seg: 0 / 1 / " / 2 / 3 / 4 / � / 6 / � / 7 / 4 / � / 8 / �
trans: It’ll be ready by this afternoon?

single-best seg: 0�19" / 2�3�45� / 6 / �:7�4 / ��8��
trans: Will it be ready by this afternoon?

proposed∗ seg: 0 / 1 / " / 2 / 3 / 4 / � / 6 / � / 7 / 4 / � / 8 / �
trans: Can you have these ready by this afternoon?

although no external information but only the given
bitext was used to train the segmentation models.

For Japanese, which is written using three differ-
ent scripts (kanji, hiragana, katakana), additional
features in the script type of a given token might also
help to improve the translation quality of SMT sys-
tems trained on automatically learned word segmen-
tation schemes, thus improving the performance of
the proposed integration method further.
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